
How to Adjust and Lubricate Gabriel Snubber
Gabriel Snubbers should be readjusted once after "they have been used about 500 miles, on acrount of the firmer seating of

the coil by usage and the natural settling of the car springs.
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How to Install Belt .
In

To Adjust
First - Pull belt out of cup as far as possible

or until the coil spring, within the snubber, 'is
entirely compressed; then let it return. into cup
two inches, but no more, and place a wedge be-
tween belt and cup at top of cup opening to hold
the tension or adjustment on the coil; which will
leave the belt slack between the Snubber and
the a.xlc.

Second - Remove damp and shorten belt
(cut off to proper length) at axle, so as to take
out slack and make it taut, then release the
tension by taking out the wedge and the adjust-
ment is complete.

Snubber
First - Secure base casting in a vise or fasten it in some manner

that will hold it firmly; then take out cap screw in the side of Snubber
and remove case or housing.

Second - Hook brass friction band on rivet in base casting and
bend band snugly around edge of casting; assemble coil spring and
sleeve casting as per drawing No. 1. Lubricate face of sleeve casting
wellwith graphite grease of good quality, also put a little grease between
fabric filler strip and brass friction band; also on opposite side of belt
near end where riveted to friction band.

Third""": Coil belt four and a quarter turns and work coil a few
times by pulling on belt to make sure the coil spring operates properly,
then compress the {;Oilfully as per drawing No.2 and replace case or
housing. Then release belt and let it return into case or housing about
172 inches and either put a nail through it at top of opening in case Of
place a wooden wedge (see drawing No.3) between belt and case to
hold tension or adjustment on coil.

See instructions on reverse side of this sheet for attaching snubber
on ear.

Be sure to turn
_. sleeve casting

properly as--- -
51eeve is off
center-See
Drawing No.2.

Mention Size of
Snubber when
Ordering Belts

FABRIC FILLER STRIP

BRASS FRICTION BANI)

°FABRIC BELT

OAAWlNG No.2. COIL COMPRESSED
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Directions £04 Attaching Gabriel Snubbers
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Drawings I-IereV\rithIllustrate General Method§ of Attachluent

Make Belt Taut Before Releasing Tension. Snubbers are
set with proper tQilsionbefore leaving factory and which is held
upon the coil by a small nail placed through the belt. Nail
should not be removed until belt is made taut and attachment

, -.~c<?mpleted......,H~to Attach Belt Clamp. Cut Belt off to proper length
·-all.g placeclamp so that turned edge of steel stamping will cover

ena· of belt (see drawings Nos. 36 and 37). Secure belt snugly
around rear a.·de (placing clamp close to axle), and line it up side-

.' ways 50 it will not rub snubber case, then anchor to prevent
, shifting out of alignment, see drawings. If No. 20 or other bracket

is used for fastening belt to axle place clamp close to bracket.
Attach Snubber While Car is Empty. Place snubber either

in front or back of axle, whichever is best, but be sure it will not
strike the axle or any part of car when the springs compress. If
necessary the belt may be slanted either backward or forward as
much as 30 degrees, but it must not rub cup, therefore change
cap screw in the side of cup into a different hole (see drawings
Nos. 43 and 44) if necessary to prevent rubbing.

How to Determine Size of Snubber
Snubber Size No.1· No.2 No.3 No.4 No.5

Size of Case l~x4%" 1~x5%" 1%:x5%"2x6Ys" 2}ix6Ys"
Size of BeIC l}ixA-" l}ixfo" lY:ixfG"l%:xa\'~ 2x-}.j'

Size of ~mpres5ion spring is indicated by ;umber on head of
cap·15crewin the side of case.

ORAWNG
NO. 43

SNUBBER WITI1
CASTINGS

112-113
114-115
116-117
118-119
158 -189
194 -195


